Abstract-We present simulation results from a new computational model of DNA flow in microfluidic devices. This work is important because computational models are needed to design miniaturized biomedical devices that are becoming the state-of-the-art in many significant applications including pathogen detection as well as continuous monitoring and drug delivery. Currently advanced algorithms in design tools are non-existent but necessary to understand the complex fluid and polymer dynamics involved in biological flow at small scales. Our model is based on a fully coupled fluid-particle numerical algorithm with both stochastic and deterministic components in a bead-rod polymer representation. We have applied this work to DNA extraction configurations in a microfluidic PCR chamber used in a pathogen detection system. We demonstrate our method on the test problem of flow of a single DNA molecule in a 2D packed array microchannel. We are also investigating mechanisms for molecular "sticking" using short range forces.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling complex biological fbids is a challenge because these types of fbws are not well understood, and the constitutive behavior of these types of fiids is not easily represented. Modeling is further complicated when fbw is restricted to the microscale due to the presence of large particles in the fbid whose molecular lengths are comparable to the fbw geometry. For example, a highly concentrated solution of suspended polymer molecules may be represented at large scales with a continuum Oldroyd-B constitutive model (e.g., [ 1] [2] for incompressible polymer-laden fbws in irregular microscale geometries. Polymers are represented as beads and rods, that is, a collection of point masses connected by constrained interparticle spacing. Each particle is subject to a hydrodynamic drag force from the fbid, and Brownian motion. The tbid in turn feels the effect of the particles via a cloud-in-cell model, which is a way to discretize the Dirac delta function. We note that the backward coupling is hardly felt due to the atomic nature of the particles (small mass), unless the Newtonian solution is concentrated with polymers. Irregular geometry boundaries are treated with an embedded boundary, or cutcell, Cartesian grid method [3] , [4] . Incompressibility is enforced and velocity and pressure evolved by a projection method [5] .
III. RESULTS AND DiSCUSSION
The physical problem which we have set out to model is fbw of a DNA molecule in a packed bed reactor used for extraction in an amplification device. The packed bed is a small tube (approximate diameter 1 mm) packed with glass microbeads (approximate diameter 50-100 jm). This is a true 3D problem, and one for which we have obtained preliminary results of the continuum Ibw without particle coupling. In the left image of Fig. 1 we show pressure data for continuum fbw in a cylinder with fixed beads obstructing the fbw. High-resolution simulation of this 3D problem will require additional scalability by making use of high performance computing such as distributed processors and memory as well as a stateof-the-art numerical technique known as adaptive mesh refinement which allows focus of computations in critical areas of the fbw [61, [7] , [8] , [9] .
Another possible device configuration for DNA extraction is a pillar chip which is a shallow microchannel with a dense array of pillars in the fow. This configuration lends itself to a more tractable 2D problem. In the right image of Fig. 1 we show the pressure in a 2D continuum model of fbw in a pillar chip.
A magnified image would detail defbction of lines of constant pressure due to the pillar array.
An even simpler 2D problem with a small array of pillars can be considered to obtain relevant information for the full 3D problem. Such a model can be used as a testbed for developing the relevant physics and chemistry in the broader scale problem. We have been able to develop the physics in the algorithm for a simple two-dimensional packed array channel and capture the fundamental dynamics of a DNA molecule fbwing in a closely packed geometry (see Fig. 2 
